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A B S T R A C T

In an ideal world, all railway tracks would be available to trains at all times. In reality, track sections need to be closed every now and again for track maintenance and upgrades in order to ensure a satisfactory level of safety, comfort and future availability. Choosing the most suitable times for closing tracks for maintenance, so called track possessions, is a tough challenge that all infrastructure managers face today.

Corrective maintenance schedules itself: when an acute infrastructure problem arises, the problem simply has to be dealt with as soon as possible. Preventive maintenance, on the other hand, can be planned long in advance. For track sections with dense traffic, it might not be possible to schedule all required track possessions to times when the tracks are not needed by trains. As a result, track possessions and train paths have to fight for the same capacity.

While there are many problems that need to be solved in relation to planning for preventive maintenance, see Section 2, the focus of this paper is how to schedule track possessions in a given railway timetable. We have developed a model that schedules track possessions alongside trains in such a way that all the maintenance activities can be performed, while as much as possible of the traffic flow of the original timetable is maintained.

Our model assumes that there always exists a plan that best fulfills the goals for the given traffic, and that these traffic goals are represented fairly by the yearly plan, rolled out for a specific time period, and updated with regard to which trains have been added or canceled since it was published.

The best production plan for the trains is the one without any kind of disturbances. For this reason, we keep the number of track possessions fixed in the model: As soon as capacity becomes scarce, freeing up capacity by canceling track possessions, or postponing possessions beyond the time horizon of the current production planning period, would otherwise always give a better plan for the trains.

An overview of related work can be found in Section 2. The current planning practices in Sweden are briefly discussed in Section 3. The basic timetabling model is defined in Section 4, and Section 5 that follows describes the concepts needed for including track possessions in the model. The complete model formulation is included in Appendix A. Sections 6–8 discuss the implementation of the model, the objectives of the optimization, and input data considerations. Last we present practical results for typical scenarios in Section 9 and end with a summary and suggestions for future work in Section 10.

1. Introduction

The basic structure of a yearly train timetable assumes that the infrastructure is intact and in good shape. In reality, track sections need to be closed every now and again for track maintenance and upgrades in order to ensure a satisfactory level of safety, comfort and future availability. Choosing the most suitable times for closing tracks for maintenance, so called track possessions, is a tough challenge that all infrastructure managers face today.

Corrective maintenance schedules itself: when an acute infrastructure problem arises, the problem simply has to be dealt with as soon as possible. Preventive maintenance, on the other hand, can be planned long in advance. For track sections with dense traffic, it might not be possible to schedule all required track possessions to times when the tracks are not needed by trains. As a result, track possessions and train paths have to fight for the same capacity.

While there are many problems that need to be solved in relation to planning for preventive maintenance, see Section 2, the focus of this paper is how to schedule track possessions in a given railway timetable. We have developed a model that schedules track possessions alongside trains in such a way that all the maintenance activities can be performed, while as much as possible of the traffic flow of the original timetable is maintained.

Our model assumes that there always exists a plan that best fulfills the goals for the given traffic, and that these traffic goals are represented fairly by the yearly plan, rolled out for a specific time period, and updated with regard to which trains have been added or canceled since it was published.

The best production plan for the trains is the one without any kind of disturbances. For this reason, we keep the number of track possessions fixed in the model: As soon as capacity becomes scarce, freeing up capacity by canceling track possessions, or postponing possessions beyond the time horizon of the current production planning period, would otherwise always give a better plan for the trains.

An overview of related work can be found in Section 2. The current planning practices in Sweden are briefly discussed in Section 3. The basic timetabling model is defined in Section 4, and Section 5 that follows describes the concepts needed for including track possessions in the model. The complete model formulation is included in Appendix A. Sections 6–8 discuss the implementation of the model, the objectives of the optimization, and input data considerations. Last we present practical results for typical scenarios in Section 9 and end with a summary and suggestions for future work in Section 10.

2. Related work

Compared with the number of papers published on the train timetabling problem, there are very few academic papers published on planning with both tracks and track possessions (see the literature overview in Budai-Balke, 2009). In addition, most of the papers that do consider both trains and track possessions focus on scheduling one of them while the other is viewed more or less as a side constraint.

Our paper describes a model that is capable of dealing with a realistic scenario close in time to the real-time operations, where
both trains and track possessions obviously need to be considered. While our model does not give trains and track possessions completely equal treatment, it nevertheless schedules them simultaneously. The only approach so far that we are aware of that does schedule maintenance and trains simultaneously is the Australian proposal to the problem of scheduling long-haul single-track networks (Albrecht et al., 2013; Pudney and Wardrop, 2004). This method is however not directly applicable to the Swedish (or European) situation, as the Australian network is mostly used for freight trains that do not have rigid timetables to adhere to.

There are several aspects to scheduling maintenance. One interesting aspect is how to be able to best predict the need for preventive maintenance. Research in this area focuses on the strategic, long-term perspective (Putallaz and Rivier, 2003), or the yearly maintenance (Cheung et al., 1999). The tear and deterioration of infrastructure components in the railway domain has received a lot of attention (see e.g. Andrade and Tetekea, 2012; Larsson, 2004; Sisson et al., 2000; Plu et al., 2009), and the general topic of calculating the maintenance frequency when a model for the respective wear is known has been thoroughly studied. For an overview of the latter, see (Jardine et al., 2006).

Another aspect concerns the maintenance activities as such, e.g. focusing on how to perform the activities required to take care of an underlying maintenance need in the most efficient way. Efficiency in this context can mean two things: actual cost (in money), and how much the traffic needs to be disturbed. If traffic disturbance can be expressed as a cost, both these aspects can be considered simultaneously (see Budai et al., 2004).

One of the most common approaches to reduce the cost of maintenance is to find strategies to lump different activities together in maintenance packages (Budai et al., 2004; Vatin, 2008; Peng et al., 2011; Peng and Ouyang, 2012). Assuming that the cost of the performed activities does not vary depending on when they are carried out, the cost can be reduced by minimizing the overhead in terms of paying salaries and moving crews and equipment in the geography. Indirect costs due to canceled or redirected trains are not considered in these models.

Research that explicitly focuses on minimizing the disturbance to the traffic is rare, but (Lake and Ferreira, 2002) falls into this category. For research that does not explicitly minimize the traffic disturbance, but still takes it into consideration by adding certain side constraints, we would like to mention (Peng et al., 2011). In (Budai et al., 2004), the authors are aware that the traffic should not be disturbed, but they argue that what is best from the planners’ perspective is also good enough for the traffic situation: To group the work shifts and keep them together instead of splitting them is the cheapest way to get lots done since it lessens the need for set-up times, and in a general sense it is advantageous also from the point of view of the traffic since it minimizes the total time the tracks are unavailable.

Among the methods used to solve the actual scheduling problem, we have found examples of MIP models (Fischetti et al., 2007; Lake and Ferreira, 2002), Constraint Programming (Cheung et al., 1999) and Genetic Algorithms (Budai-Balke et al., 2009; Higgins and Kozan, 1997). Heuristics such as Tabu Search (Budai-Balke et al., 2009; Lake and Ferreira, 2002; Pacciarelli and Pranzo, 2001), Local Search (Higgins and Kozan, 1997; Lake and Ferreira, 2002), and Simulated Annealing (Lake and Ferreira, 2002) are also used.

3. Current planning practices in Sweden

Deciding what changes should be made to an existing train plan to accommodate for more track possessions is a complicated process in which many different factors have to be considered. In order to make room for track possessions, some trains will have to be moved in time, get longer running times, be canceled, be assigned to other routes in the network, or suffer a combination of these measures.

In Sweden, infrastructure maintenance is outsourced. In short, this means that, for certain kinds of preventive maintenance activities, the infrastructure manager (IM) does not decide how or when they should be carried out. For other types of jobs, the IM will make a rough plan and suggest both method, and time and date for the job, although the IM will not be sure that there will be any maintenance entrepreneur capable and available to carry out the job as planned.

The major task of a track possession planner at the IM is to negotiate with RUs (Railway Undertakings) and entrepreneurs in order to find suitable times for the maintenance jobs. He or she can often guess what alternatives the RU will consider for their trains, should they be affected by track possessions. Constrained by the proposed method, the time windows for when maintenance crews are available, and all other relevant constraints, the planner will decide a placement in time for the track possession that, to the best of his/her knowledge, and given that he/she can predict accurately what the RUs want to do with the affected trains, causes the least disturbance to the traffic flow.

Once it has been established that a track possession will interfere with a given train path in the timetable, it is normally entirely up to the RU to apply for an alternative train path, or to start planning for canceling the train on the affected dates. If the RU decides to apply for a new train path, the RU is supposed to apply for a train path that fits into the current train plan, but naturally lacks the full picture since the RU is not aware of what alternative train paths other RUs are simultaneously planning to apply for. The IM might therefore have to modify the RU’s application in order to be able to schedule it on available capacity without interfering with existing train paths on the tracks in question.

The applications for alternative train paths are usually treated by the IM on a first-come, first-served (FCFS) basis, although the IM might make an exception to this principle when it comes to track possessions in areas with dense traffic where capacity is particularly scarce. In such a situation, the FCFS principle risks wasting too much capacity compared with considering many applications for alternative train paths at the same time; the IM might instead set a deadline for the applications from all affected RUs. After the deadline, a more careful planning process takes place in order to create a new production plan with minimum disturbance to the traffic as a whole.

When the IM has constructed an alternative train path for the RU, the RU has to decide whether it is feasible to use the alternative train path or not. The answer to that question depends on the properties of the new train path.

The inherent delay for the train brought upon the RU by the mere fact that the alternative route is longer, or at least slower for the train, does of course not come as a surprise to the RU, nor does the alternative route itself. After all, the RU stipulated these properties in their application. Less predictable delay caused by interference with other trains might however cause the RU to choose to cancel the train rather than to redirect it. Also, it is possible that the IM has had to change the alternative train path applied for significantly in other ways than just delaying it. E.g., the RU might want the alternative train path to have a particular departure or arrival time at some specific location, and if the IM cannot meet this request, the alternative train path may no longer be commercially feasible to the RU.

4. The basic timetable model

This section describes the basics of the MIP model we use to handle the scheduling of trains. Section 5 extends the model to...
include the notion of redirecting trains to accommodate for track possessions. The complete mathematical formulation of the full model can be found in the Appendix A.

Our research is funded by the Swedish IM Trafikverket, the Swedish Transport Administration (previously Banverket, the Swedish Rail Administration), and our aim is to develop methods and tools that they can use in their organization. Trafikverket use the timetabling tool TrainPlan (offered by Trapeze, previously Funkwerk IT) to store, maintain and display relevant data, e.g. to visualize the train plan as time–distance graphs. TrainPlan does not have any optimization functionality. The similarities between our model and the underlying model of TrainPlan are intentional, as we naturally want to work with the same data and produce optimized plans that are easy to understand for people who are familiar with TrainPlan.

4.1. Locations and links

The railway network is modeled as locations and links and can be likened with a bidirected, connected graph with nodes (locations) and one or many arcs (links) between neighboring nodes.

Locations represent stations and other places in the network (e.g. railroad switches and sidings) for which we want to be able to assign departure and arrival times for trains. Every link represents a unique track section between two locations; the existence of double-track or multi-track between two locations is represented by one link per physical track.

4.2. Routes

We formally define a route \( r \) in the network as an ordered set of consecutive links whose physical correspondence in the real world can be traversed (in that order) by a train. The locations along the route, including the first and last ones, are called the \( \text{route locations} \).

A \textit{valid route} is a route in the network that a train would normally be able to traverse. The order in which the two locations of a link are visited in a route decides which location is called the start and end location of that link, when associated with that particular route. Analogously, the start location of the first link of a route is called the \textit{start location of the route} and the end location of the last link is called the \textit{end location of the route}.

4.3. Trains and track possessions

We define a train \( i \) as a valid route \( r \), a calendar, a train type, and a set of location activities for the route locations. The calendar tells on what dates the train will depart. A \textit{location activity} describes whether a train has a planned activity at a location \( g \) or not, and if it does, specifies the minimum duration \( w_g^i \) of the associated stop.

Trains are represented by chains of alternating location activities and link traversals. The pair of equations (1) below define the relationship between the arrival at \( C \), the departures on links \( R_s \) and \( R_d \), the trip time on link \( R_t \), and the minimum dwell time \( w_c^i \) at location \( C \) of train \( i \) in Fig. 1.

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_{R_i}^i + t_{R_i}^i &= a_C^i \\
    a_C^i + w_c^i &= d_{R_i}^i
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

The minimum trip time on a link for the train depends on the train type and the location activities on the start and end locations of the link, see Section 4.4. Given the location activities of the train, its \textit{nominal running time} is the sum of the minimum trip times on the links, and the minimum dwell time durations at the associated route locations where the train has planned stops.

A track possession is defined as an activity on one or more links that has a specified, fixed duration. Every track possession has one or many suggested dates (calendars) and start times. A track possession “takes possession” of all the affected links at the same time, and gives them back all at the same time when the possession ends.

4.4. Link trip times

The signaling system in Sweden supports full capacity bidirectional operation on both tracks on double-track lines. For a certain train type, there are four possible minimum trip times for every link and direction, given by a database of running times. They represent the minimum time required for a train of that particular train type to traverse the link when it is either entering and exiting the link at full speed (FF), starting from stop and exiting at full speed (SF), entering at full speed and stopping at the end location of the link (FS), or stopping at both link locations (SS).

Since a train belongs to exactly one train type, we can denote the minimum trip time \( T_{ij}^{\text{SF}} \), \( T_{ij}^{\text{FS}} \), \( T_{ij}^{\text{SS}} \) or \( T_{ij}^{\text{SF/SS}} \) on link \( j \) as described above. Note that the travel direction of a train is defined since the train is associated with a specific route.

We let \( g_j(i, \lambda) \) and \( g_j(i, \lambda) \) denote the start and end locations for a link \( g_j(i, \lambda) \) when traversed by train \( i \). Each train \( i \) will have its trip time \( t_{ij}^i \) modeled in one of the following four possible ways for every link it traverses, depending on whether the stopping behavior of the train is predefined or not, at one, both or none of the link locations.

1. The stopping behavior is predefined at both the start and end locations. The minimum trip time is simply fetched from the database, and the trip time is expressed as

\[
t_{ij}^i - s_{ij}^i = T_{ij}^{\text{SF/SS}}
\]

where \( s_{ij}^i \) is a slack variable.

2. The stopping behavior is predefined at the departure location but not at the arrival location. In this case, we get one of the two following equations, the choice of which is governed by whether the train has made a stop or not at the departure location:

\[
t_{ij}^i - s_{ij}^i + \left( T_{ij}^{\text{SF}} - T_{ij}^{\text{SF/SS}} \right) g_j(i, \lambda) = T_{ij}^{\text{SF}}
\]

or

\[
t_{ij}^i - s_{ij}^i + \left( T_{ij}^{\text{SF}} - T_{ij}^{\text{SF/SS}} \right) g_j(i, \lambda) = T_{ij}^{\text{SF}}
\]


non-zero, we require
to hold per train \(i\) and location \(g\), where \(M\) is a constant bigger than \(w_g^L\).

3. The stopping behavior is predefined at the arrival location but not at the departure location. This is analogous to case 2 above, with the roles reversed. Thus, either

\[
t’_i - s’_i + \left(T’_{j,FS} - T’_{j,SS}\right)x’_{g(i,i)} = T’_{j,FS}
\]

\[
\text{or}
\]

\[
t’_i - s’_i + \left(T’_{j,FF} - T’_{j,SS}\right)x’_{g(i,i)} = T’_{j,FF}
\]

will be used.

4. The stopping behaviors at both the start and end locations are unknown. We introduce four new variables \(f_{j,x}\), and require

\[
f_{j,HS} + f_{j,SS} + f_{j,FS} + f_{j,SS} = 1
\]

\[
f_{j,HS} + x’_{g(i,i)} + x’_{g(j,i)} \geq 0
\]

\[
f_{j,FS} - x’_{g(i,i)} - x’_{g(j,i)} \geq 0
\]

\[
f_{j,SS} + x’_{g(i,i)} - x’_{g(j,i)} \geq 0
\]

\[
f_{j,HS} + x’_{g(i,i)} + z_{g(k,i)} - f_{j,SS} \leq 1
\]

\[
s’_i - t’_i + T’_{j,FS}f_{j,FS} + T’_{j,SS}f_{j,SS} + T’_{j,FS}f_{j,FS} + T’_{j,SS}f_{j,SS} = 0
\]

to hold. Note that \(f_{j,x}\) need not be binary declared.

4.5. Train paths

The commonly agreed upon definition of the term train path reads “the infrastructure capacity needed to run a train between two places over a given time-period” (The European Parliament and the Council, 2001). With the definitions used in this paper, a train path is associated with a valid route and a set of specific departure and arrival times at all route locations.

4.6. Trains and their timetables

Our definition of a train does not involve specific arrival and departure times. Instead, constructing a timetable means assigning non-conflicting train paths to trains for the dates in the trains’ calendars. Consequently, some properties, such as e.g. the arrival time of a train, only exist in the context of a specific timetable.

The scheduled departure/arrival time of a train at a location is the departure/arrival time assigned to the train at that location in a given timetable. The scheduled running time of a train is the difference between the scheduled arrival time of the train at its end location and the scheduled departure time at its start location.

The scheduled running time has three components:

1. The nominal running time
2. Time supplements
3. Pathing time

A time supplement is additional time added to compensate for small, everyday variations in \(j\) performance, to make the train plan less sensitive to varying weather conditions, different driver behaviors, etc. Pathing time is the time added to trains at locations (or on links) during the timetabling process as a means of resolving resource conflicts, and is thus the time the train is scheduled to spend waiting for its turn to get access to the tracks.

Time supplements are part of the input data and considered fixed during optimization, whereas pathing time may be both subtracted and added. By specifying at which locations pathing time may be added to which train, trains can be prevented from being scheduled for pure technical stops where this would not be suitable.

We have approximated the blocking time theory to facilitate computing resource conflicts without the need for very detailed input data. A link on a single-track line is thus assumed to be blocked for train \(j\) by the preceding train \(i\) for the duration of the trip time of train \(i\) and an extra amount of time that depends on the relative directions of trains \(i\) and \(j\), the type of locations (for trains with opposing directions), and the respective location activities of the trains. For links on a double-track line, we assume that the signals are close enough to enable a headway approximation for the separation of trains moving in the same direction. If trains move in opposing directions on a link that is part of a double-track line (remember that every track is a separate link), they naturally occupy the link for the duration of their trips in the same manner as if the link constituted a single-track line.

Resource conflicts on links are regulated with a big-M formulation, using the binary variable \(x’_{i}\) to ensure that one of the trains \(i\) and \(j\) starts traversing the link \(i\) before the other, and that they are separated adequately. For trains with opposing directions on the same link belonging to a double-track line, and generally on single-track lines regardless of relative direction, the basic inequalities that must hold are

\[
\begin{align*}
d’_i - d’_j - t’_i + M(1 - x’_i) & \geq 0 \\
d’_i - d’_j - t’_i + Mx’_i & \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

For trains traveling in the same direction on the same link on a double-track line, a separation of the departures has to be maintained at the start location of the link, and the two trains have to be separated also at the end location. The headway \(HW’_{ij}\) (see Fig. 1), is potentially train specific. Thus,

\[
\begin{align*}
d’_i - d’_j - HW’_{ij} & \geq 0 \\
d’_i - d’_j - HW’_{ij} + Mx’_i & \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

\[
\begin{align*}
a_{g(i,i)} - a_{g(j,i)} - HW’_{ij} + M(1 - x’_i) & \geq 0 \\
a_{g(i,i)} - a_{g(j,i)} - HW’_{ij} + Mx’_i & \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

must all hold.

The capacity of each location is approximated by an integer dictating how many trains that the location can host at the same time. To ensure that the capacity at locations is respected, we use a model called the min conflicting sub-clique model. A detailed account of this model can be found in a previously published paper of ours (Aronsson et al., 2009).

Mathematically, a timetable is any assignment of arrival and departure times that respects the constraints for the trains, the links, and the locations given or referred to in this section.

5. The extended model

Section 4 describes the basic MIP model used for timetabling. This section adds definitions that are needed for enabling the rescheduling, and possibly redirection, of trains in the event of track possessions.

In this section, we assume that there is a published train plan, and that the goal is to make temporary modifications to it for selected dates in order to make room for one or more track possessions. The new plan found, for the selected dates, when solving the MIP, will be referred to as a suggested timetable solution to
emphasize that the plan has not officially replaced the published train plan yet.

We let an original train be a train in the published train plan. The original train path of the original train is the train path that the original train was assigned to in the published train plan. The departure and arrival times of a specific original train in the published train plan will accordingly be referred to as its original arrival and departure times.

5.1. Alternative routes

We call the routes $r_a$ and $r_b$ alternative routes if the following assumptions hold:

- $r_a$ and $r_b$ are valid routes
- $r_a$ and $r_b$ have the same start and end locations
- At least one of the links in the respective routes differs

See Fig. 2 for two examples of alternative routes.

5.2. Alternative train paths

We call $p_a$ and $p_b$ alternative train paths if

- $r_a$ and $r_b$ are both valid routes with the same start and end locations
- $p_a$ and $p_b$ have different arrival times or different departure times at one or more locations

Note that the routes $r_a$ and $r_b$ can be either identical or alternative routes. The key is that they do not have the same arrival and departure times at all locations. This means that any change to an original train’s departure or arrival times after the train plan has been published formally requires a new, alternative train path for the train.

5.3. Train versions

Remember that a train is not associated with absolute departure or arrival times until it has been assigned to a train path. Let $i_o$ denote the original version of the original train, meaning that it uses the same route as the original train, has the same location activities, and the same nominal running time.

An alternative train is a train that could potentially replace an original train for the duration of a track possession, but that uses a different route compared with the route of $i_o$. Note that this means that an alternative train can (but does not need to) pass the same locations as $i_o$ and it can have a different nominal running time from that of the original train’s.

Finally, we introduce the concept of the canceled train. A canceled train can be viewed as an imaginary train that could potentially replace a specific original train $i$ for the duration of a track possession. However, the canceled train does not use any route.

The alternative trains of $i$, the canceled train, and the original version of $i$ are collectively referred to as the train versions of $i$. A suggested timetable solution will consist of precisely one version of each original train $i$, called the scheduled version of $i$.

Note that whenever the scheduled version of $i$ is a canceled train, it means that the suggested timetable solution does not contain the train corresponding to original train $i$. Since a canceled train is not associated with a route, departure and arrival times will never be assigned to it, and “scheduled” in this case represents being “selected” rather than actually being scheduled.

5.4. Scheduled delay

The scheduled delay $\delta_i$ of train $i$ is the difference between the arrival time of the scheduled train version of $i$, and the scheduled arrival time of the original train in the original timetable (the published train plan), at the end location.

Note that the scheduled delay can be negative. In practice this happens when the original train is associated with a lot of pathing time whereas the alternative train is not, or on rare occasions when the alternative route is shorter or takes less time to traverse than the original route.

5.5. Successful redirection

We assume that all scheduled original versions of trains in the suggested timetable solution are acceptable to the RUs, provided that the suggested timetable solution respects all safety rules and headway requirements, unless an exception has explicitly been defined.

Redirected trains are not automatically acceptable, however, and we define successful redirection of an original train $i$ as follows:

- There is a train version $i_n$ ($n > 0$) that is not in conflict with any track possession or train version scheduled in the suggested timetable solution
- The scheduled alternative train path of the redirected train is acceptable to the RU
- No train paths for original trains on parts of the network not directly affected by track possessions were modified to accommodate for the alternative train path of the redirected train.

Fig. 2. Two examples of alternative routes (assuming Route 1 and Route 2 have the same direction). Note that both routes in the right picture pass the exact same locations. The reason they are alternative routes and not identical routes is because their link usages differ.
Note that the last requirement does not need to be met if the affected RUs explicitly agree to change their train paths in question.

6. The implementation

The mathematical formulation of a timetable given in Section 4 describes a very general timetable, where trains might be scheduled at any times relative to each other as long as the resource constraints of the infrastructure are respected. To be useful in practice, the implementation of the model includes measures to increase the chances that the suggested timetable solution will be meaningful for the problem at hand. The key features of our implementation will be described in this section.

6.1. Tolerance threshold

The tolerance threshold for an alternative train specifies the upper bound for the scheduled delay of the train versions based on it.

To keep running times within reasonable limits without adding complexity, we also forbid a train version from departing earlier from its start location than its corresponding original train in the original timetable. In this way, the tolerance threshold also effectively gives an upper bound for the maximum prolongation of running time for the train.

While the assumption that a rescheduled train must not depart earlier than in the original timetable might not always be true, for most cases it is a reasonable requirement. Passengers can wait for a train at a station, but will risk missing the train if it departs earlier than in the usual timetable.

6.2. Bounds

For the trains, the bounds for the departure and arrival times, and durations of dwell times at locations, are controlled by the following parameters:

- Stop duration requirements dictating how much the individual duration of a stop at a location can be prolonged
- Arrival requirements dictating what the latest arrival time can be for a particular train at a particular location
- Departure requirements dictating what the earliest departure time can be for a particular train from a particular location

Additional departure requirements for the start locations of the alternative trains enforce their departure times to be equal to, or bigger than, the corresponding original departure times of their respective original trains. Arrival requirements are then imposed such that they ensure running times of the alternative trains that do not exceed the scheduled running times of the original trains plus the respective train’s tolerance threshold.

6.3. Allowing conflicts

Given a particular set of restrictions on the arrival and departure times of trains, it is likely that a conflict-free schedule does not exist. Allowing conflicts and highlighting them can provide the user with valuable feedback on what measures might be necessary in order to get a conflict-free solution in the next iteration. He/she might decide to soften some constraints, e.g. by loosening arrival and departure requirements, allowing some trains to be canceled, etc. A new optimization can then be performed. This iterative process stops when the solution is conflict-free, or at least contains only acceptable conflicts.

To allow a conflict in the solution between two trains i and j on link k, we use a binary conflict variable Ck^ij and once again a big-M formulation. M is big enough to achieve the effect that the conflict can be ignored when Ck^ij is equal to 1.

Thus, the link equations (2) can be extended with a conflict variable like this:

\[ d_k^i - d_k^j - t_k^i + M(1 - x_k^i) + M c_{k^ij} \geq 0 \]
\[ d_k^j - d_k^i - t_k^j + M x_k^j + M c_{k^ij} \geq 0 \]

Conflict variables are used analogously in equation group (3). To prevent the solution from having more conflicts than necessary, the objective function minimizes the number of conflicts.

Note that even a published train plan is usually not entirely conflict-free, but allows resource conflicts under certain circumstances. For instance, even if a headway of three minutes is usually required for the separation of trains on double-track lines, trains might occasionally be scheduled using a slightly smaller headway. Our implementation allows such original conflicts to remain in the solution.

6.4. Train versions

One of the most important outcomes of the optimization is which version of each train that will be scheduled, or if it will be canceled. Obviously, there is no need to resolve conflicts involving train versions that end up being discarded in favor of another version of the same train.

For original train i we introduce n versions: the original version i0 and one version for each alternative train that we want to evaluate as an option to i. When the binary version variable v=r in equals 0, train version i0 is in the suggested timetable solution. Thus we require

\[ v_0 + v_1 + \ldots + v_{n-1} = n - 1 \]

for all trains versions of the same train. We use version variables in equations in the same way as we use conflict variables.

6.5. Cancelable trains

As an option to alternative trains for an original train, or as a complement, it is possible to allow for a train to be canceled altogether. If a train is canceled, it means that none if its versions need to have their conflicts resolved. We introduce cancellation variables and use them in the same way as we use conflict and version variables.

6.6. Alternative track possessions

Every track possession is associated with either a specific desired start time, or a set of options for desired start times. The scheduled start time d^p of a track possession in the suggested timetable solution is allowed to deviate from the desired time with up to the size of a given input parameter.

If there are options for the desired start time, each one is seen as a version of the track possession. Which version that will be scheduled, and therefore needs to have its conflicts resolved, is decided with version variables in analogy with the way train versions are selected during optimization.

7. Generating good solutions

There are potentially many mathematically feasible solutions to the timetable problem defined in Sections 4 and 5. In order to be able to evaluate the suggested timetable solution and its applica-
bility to the real-world situation, the planner might want to optimize, i.e. minimize or maximize, certain timetable properties.

7.1. Relevant properties

We have identified four general properties that we find especially relevant in the context of simultaneous train and track possession scheduling, and we discuss them in this section.

The four general properties for which our model is especially well suited for optimizing are:

- Soundness
- Disruptiveness
- Cost
- Delay

A conflict-free timetable is considered a sound timetable, while the number of canceled trains for a given set of track possessions indicates how disruptive to the traffic the possession is. Cost is the monetary cost of applying the solution, i.e. giving it to the dispatching center and running the traffic accordingly. Delay is the sum of train delays in the suggested timetable solution compared with the original trains in the published timetable.

Note that ensuring soundness can be done either by forbidding resource conflicts, or making sure that the presence of resource conflicts is minimized. The advantage of the second approach is that there will always exist a solution to the problem, albeit not a sound one. Remember that a conflict in the model does not necessarily correspond to a real-world resource conflict (see Section 6.3), and there is of course no need to minimize such conflicts.

The model can minimize the total monetary cost of the solution, provided that accurate data exist for the cost of canceling, redirecting or delaying individual trains, and assuming that the costs grow linearly. On a deregulated market, however, such data does not exist since there is no way for the IM to get correct data without asking the RUs, and the RUs unfortunately have no incentive to provide the IM with accurate figures (Klabes, 2010).

7.2. Relative importance of objectives

By grouping the relevant properties and calibrating the costs for them in such a way that the more important objectives are surely fulfilled before the next most important objectives, the suggested timetable solution will reflect their relative importance.

In general, and provided that trains can be categorized as cancelable and not cancelable, the first and most important objective is to find a sound timetable, which is achieved by minimizing the presence of conflicts.

Even if canceled trains in a suggested timetable solution do not automatically disqualify a solution from being a feasible option for a new plan, in general we can assume that cancellations are highly undesirable. The second objective is therefore to minimize the number of canceled trains.

Last, i.e., only if it does not prevent performing well in the other two objectives, the objective is to minimize the sum of the scheduled delays.

8. Input data considerations

Various implementation choices have naturally been highly influenced by what kind of data has been available, and what we expect to be available in the future in terms of data. Also, the intended main application of the model has influenced everything from pure modeling choices to practical coding decisions. To provide context without going into detail, the expected input data are briefly described here.

The main input is an existing train plan. The model as such does not care whether this plan is a draft or the published, yearly plan, but for the sake of the problem discussed in this paper, we assume that an existing, yearly train plan is used as input, from which the day in question has been rolled out for a part of the network of limited size, so that precisely the trains that run on that particular day and in that geographical area are included. Arrival and departure times for all trains at all locations are specified down to the second in this plan.

When it comes to input data for track possessions, and in particular data concerning what the RUs would do if they face the option of either canceling trains or redirecting them due to track possessions, we have to rely on assumptions rather than on real data. If the model would be applied to a real case, the input would be real applications for alternative train paths, and they would automatically reflect the wishes of the RUs. But as long as we are only testing the model, we will assume the following:

- There are explicit alternative route definitions for all trains that the RUs might need to redirect in the given problem instance, from which alternative trains can be generated
- There exist clearcut definitions for what would be acceptable to the RU in terms of running times and other properties of the alternative train paths in the suggested timetable solution

For every track possession that is about to be scheduled, we assume that we have an exhaustive list of links that will be closed during the track possession, the duration of the track possession, and time windows for when the possession can be scheduled to start.

The time windows represent the final outcome of any crew availability restrictions and all other constraints that were uncovered by the planner when he/she analyzed the situation.

In order to solve the problem and find a feasible schedule, train versions for all original trains that overlap with any of the time windows of at least one of the track possessions, are generated, including versions based on any suitable alternative routes that have been identified.

9. Test scenarios

We have evaluated our model on several typical scenarios that represent relevant use cases. In this section, we describe two such scenarios, discuss their relevance, and briefly present the results of applying our model to 94 trains, constituting one day of traffic in April 2012 in the part of the Swedish network depicted in Fig. 3.

9.1. Scenario 1

Maintenance on a double-track section can often be performed on one track at a time, keeping one track available to the trains while the work is being done. If the work can be performed in a safe manner and does not take very much longer because the track section was not completely shut down, this is undoubtedly preferred to canceling all the traffic on the line for the duration of the job.

There are often a lot of trains scheduled on a double-track line, especially during peak hours. The capacity on a line decreases significantly when it must suddenly be treated as a single-track line instead of as having the usual double-track property. In this context, our model could e.g. be used to provide the IM with an automatic analysis of how different parameters would affect the traffic.

The affected infrastructure was one of the tracks on the double-track section between Kumla and Örebro Södra. The duration of the track possession was fixed to be 14 h, but the model was free to
find the most suitable start time within a time window of 2 h centered around an arbitrarily chosen start time at 04:00 a.m.

We defined alternative routes for all original trains that used the links that would be closed during the track possession at a time when the track possession might affect them, i.e., between 3 a.m. and 7 p.m. The alternative routes all passed the same locations as the original routes, but used the right track of the double-track section between Kumla and Örebro instead of the usual left track (in Sweden, the default track for traveling on a double-track section is the left track). For each such alternative route and original train, we created an alternative train, and for each original and alternative train, we created a train version. The number of alternative trains was 30.

The stopping behavior of the alternative trains were similar to that of their corresponding original trains’, with the exception that they were all given the option to stop and wait for other trains at the locations Kumla and Örebro even if the original trains did not stop there.

We tested this scenario for two different settings. In Setting 1, only the trains in the direction directly affected by the closed track were allowed to be redirected or canceled. No scheduled delays were allowed for the original versions, whereas alternative trains were allowed a scheduled delay up to the size of a specified common tolerance threshold. Setting 2 allowed a scheduled delay for all trains, regardless of direction, within the bounds of the given tolerance threshold. In all other respects, the two settings were the same, and all trains directly affected by a track possession were considered to be cancelable.

The first objective in both settings was to minimize the number of canceled trains, and the second objective was to minimize the sum of the scheduled delays. All trains, regardless of whether they were redirected or not, were required to depart either at the same time as the corresponding trains in the published train plan, or later.

In the diagrams of Figs. 4 and 5, the correlations between the tolerance threshold and the number of canceled trains and the total scheduled delay are shown. With a tolerance threshold of 840 s (14 min), all trains could be scheduled in Setting 2, whereas eight trains would still have to be canceled in Setting 1. Only with a tolerance threshold of 2620 s (47 min), could all trains in Setting 1 finally be scheduled. This shows the importance of planning ahead to be able to use the remaining capacity efficiently in the event of a track possession on a double-track line.

The optimization was performed with CPLEX 12.2 on a Lenovo ThinkPad T430s, with Intel processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 2.90 GHz, under Ubuntu Linux. The CPU time did not exceed 17 s for any combination of parameters, and for Setting 1 it never exceeded 1 s. Generating the problem itself (building the problem and writing the equations to a file on a suitable format for CPLEX) never took more than 1 min. These CPU times would be acceptable to a user of a tool implementing our model.

9.2. Scenario 2

A situation that occurs frequently is when maintenance has to be done on a single-track line section after the yearly train plan has been published, and it cannot be scheduled between two trains. Applying our model in such a situation can help find a new schedule that minimizes the disturbance to the traffic.

We assume that there are alternative trains for all original trains for which suitable alternative routes exist, and that all alternative trains are associated with a tolerance threshold. Furthermore, the start times of each track possession that needs to be scheduled has to lie in precisely one of possibly many explicitly specified time windows.

We defined the problem as finding the best schedule for two fictitious track possessions in the input timetable, given three time windows for each of the track possessions. In our test scenario, the same tolerance values were used for all alternative trains. All trains that were directly affected by a track possession were considered to be cancelable.

One of the track possessions closed the single-track line between Hovsta and Alväng (see Fig. 3), a track section with fairly low volume of traffic, and had a fixed duration of 7 h. The other track possession closed one of the tracks on the double-track section between Kumla and Örebro Södra. We performed separate tests using 10 different values for the duration of the second track possession (0, 1, 2, ..., 9 h) and observed how these affected selected parameters for tolerance thresholds of 0, 5, 10 and 15 min. The number of train versions generated in addition to the original 94 versions ranged between 41 and 61 for this scenario.

Fig. 6 shows a diagram where the track possession duration is plotted against the number of canceled trains for four different tolerance threshold values. Such a diagram can be used to quickly see how big the tolerance threshold needs to be in order to make room for a track possession of a certain length. E.g., Fig. 6 shows that a tolerance threshold of at least 15 min (900 s) would enable all trains to be scheduled as long as the duration of the second track possession would be 3 h or less. Likewise, Fig. 6 reveals that a

![Fig. 3. The part of the network used for the two test scenarios. The sections affected by the track possessions in Scenario 1 (S1) and Scenario 2 (S2) are marked with rectangles.](image)

![Fig. 4. The correlation between the tolerance threshold and the number of canceled trains for the two settings in Scenario 1.](image)
In Scenario 2, for four different tolerance threshold values.

The total scheduled delay plotted against the tolerance threshold for the two settings in Scenario 1.

Fig. 5. The total scheduled delay plotted against the tolerance threshold for the two settings in Scenario 1.

tolerance threshold of 15 min (900 s) is not enough to schedule the second track possession without needing to cancel at least two trains if the duration of the second track possession is 5 h or more, and that a tolerance threshold of 10 min (600 s) would give the same number of canceled trains in that particular case.

Table 1 displays how many of the original 94 trains that had to be canceled for all 10 different track possession durations when the tolerance threshold was 5 min. The number of trains which were realized by train versions based on alternative routes is presented as Changed routes. The sum of the delays of all trains is given as Total delay. The CPU time column gives the time CPLEX needed to solve the optimization problem on the same computer as the one used for Scenario 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration (h)</th>
<th>Total delay (s)</th>
<th>Canceled trains (#)</th>
<th>Changed routes (#)</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Results for different track possession durations (tolerance threshold 5 min).

9.3. Observations

Choosing where to draw the line between what is in the model and what is not, is in general a tough task. The guiding principle is that there has to be more to be gained by considering e.g. a bigger geographical area than we lose in complexity and energy spent on modeling and solving the problem, but this is not always easy to predict in advance.

In our case, canceling trains from one particular part of the network could mean that they can still be considered for redirection to parts of the network that are not explicitly in the model. For Scenario 1, it would have been possible to consider a larger part of the infrastructure to be able to introduce more alternative routes as options in the same way as in Scenario 2, and evaluate them all simultaneously. However, depending on how the result of the optimization is going to be used, it might be sufficient to consider only the more limited part of the network that we used for Scenario 1.

We believe that both scenarios represent typical situations where an optimization model of the kind we have developed is particularly useful in practice. Already with limited knowledge about what the RUs would be willing to accept, the model is able to give a clear indication of how severe a situation is. Such an initial analysis would be very easy and fast to perform, and it could be used to decide when a complete re-planning process is actually called for. This impression was confirmed when these ideas were presented to a group of relevant actors in 2012 (Trafikverket, 2012).

10. Summary and future research

We have developed a MIP model that, given an existing timetable and a fixed set of track possessions, reschedules trains in a way that disturbs the flow of traffic as little as possible. In addition to putting the model into context and describing it from a mathematical point of view, we have presented the results of applying it on a couple of typical scenarios based on real data.

In principle, the planner has three different tools with which to make room for track possessions: cancellations, redirections, and delays. We have not yet investigated the relation between these three, or how they should be weighed against each other. Making room for possessions in a way that minimizes the overall monetary cost of the traffic disturbance and the track possession itself is the most obvious goal to strive for, but it is not meaningful on a deregulated market since correct cost data are impossible for the IM to obtain. In the light of this, how to define a good solution is an important topic for future research, and involves socio-economic considerations as well as mathematical modeling challenges.

The test scenarios in Section 9 show that the expressive power of the model is sufficient for small real-world cases. Minimizing three different objectives in one single step might however quickly lead to long computation times with increasing problem sizes. One of the challenges that remains before the model can be useful in practice is to make sure that the model can handle larger problem instances. The next step for us therefore involves finding an objective function that both scales well and captures the problem characteristics better than our current approach.
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Appendix A

The railway network is modeled by geographical locations (also called link nodes) \( g \in G \) and links \( \lambda \in \Lambda \). Each link \( \lambda \) represents a unique track section connecting two geographical locations. The set of links \( \Lambda \) comprises two disjoint sets \( \Lambda_0 \) and \( \Lambda_\mu \). A link connecting two link nodes \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) is a single-track link \( \lambda = \Lambda_0 \), if no other link in \( \Lambda \) connects the same two link nodes, and a multi-track link \( \lambda \in \Lambda_\mu \) otherwise. \( G \subseteq G \) is the set of geographical locations that do not allow for the train order to change (e.g., block signals).

The traffic is modeled by an ordered set of trains \( I \) comprising two disjoint sets of original trains \( I_0 \) and train versions of original trains \( I_v \). The set of train versions derived from original train \( i_0 \in I_0 \) is denoted \( I(v) \).

All trains \( i \in I \) are associated with a unique route represented by an ordered subset of links, \( \Lambda(i) \subseteq \Lambda \). For any link \( \lambda \) in a route \( \Lambda(i) \), let \( \lambda_+ = 1 \) denote the link following \( \lambda \) in the route, if it exists. The geographical location connecting two links \( \lambda_+ = 1 \) is given by \( \Lambda(x, \lambda + 1) \). If routes (i.e. ordered links) for two different trains are discussed simultaneously, superscripts are used to denote which link order that belongs to which train route. The first link of the route of train \( i \) is denoted \( \lambda_i^0 \) and the last link \( \lambda_i^m \). Likewise, let \( G(i) \) denote the set of geographical locations that train \( i \) visits.

Depending on which direction train \( i \) is traveling in, it will reach one of the locations of a link first, \( g_i(i, \lambda) \), and the other one later, \( g_i(i, \lambda) \). The time it takes for train \( i \) to traverse a link \( \lambda \) is called the link trip time, \( t_i^\lambda \). The time when train \( i \) arrives to a geographical location \( g \) is called the arrival time, \( t_i^g \), and the time when train \( i \) enters a link \( \lambda \) is called the departure time, \( d_i^\lambda \).

Trains may stop at geographical locations and the dwell time for train \( i \) at location \( g \) is denoted \( w_i^g \). Based on physical and commercial properties of a geographical location, and given as input, \( t_i^\lambda \) is a set of geographical locations \( G_i^\lambda \subseteq G \) where train \( i \) must stop. Let \( G_i^\lambda \subseteq G \) be a set of geographical locations \( G_i^\lambda \subseteq G \) where train \( i \) may stop, and let \( G_i^\lambda \subseteq G \) be a set of geographical locations \( G_i^\lambda \subseteq G \) where train \( i \) must not stop. For geographical locations \( g \in G_i^\lambda \), the dwell time for train \( i \) is not a variable but fixed at zero, \( w_i^g = 0 \). For geographical locations \( g \) where train \( i \) has to stop there is a minimum dwell time denoted \( w_i^g \). For \( g \in G_i^\lambda \), a binary variable \( z_i^g \) is used to denote if train \( i \) stops at location \( g \) or not.

The original timetable is defined by the set of original trains \( I_0 \) and their respective original arrival and departure times. Whether a train \( i \in I \) is included in the optimized timetable or not is encoded by the binary variable \( n_i \), which equals 0 for all trains to be included. Further, a pre-determined set of original trains may be canceled, \( I_c \subseteq I \). Cancellations of trains are modeled using binary variables \( c_i^k \), which equals 0 if train \( i \) is canceled. If an original train \( i_0 \in I_0 \) is not canceled, either the original train itself or precisely one if its train versions \( i \in I(v) \) is included in the optimized plan.

Geographical locations can only host a certain number of trains simultaneously, i.e. location \( g \) has capacity \( n(g) \). In Arosson et al. (2009), a method where the problem of scheduling trains on stations is modeled as a graph is described, with nodes representing trains and arcs potential concurrent use of a station. Further, Arosson et al. (2009) shows how to find a set of minimal sub-cliques \( M \subseteq G \) for each geographical location \( g \). Each such minimal sub-clique \( M \) is a set of trains that must not all be at the station simultaneously, but that would be schedulable on the station tracks if at least one of the trains in \( M \) is absent.

For two trains \( i \) and \( j \), \( i < j \), that may use a geographical location \( g \) at the same time, a binary variable \( n_i^g \) is introduced to encode whether the two trains are simultaneously using \( g \) or not. The station capacity \( n(g) \), given as input, gives an upper limit of how many trains that can reside at location \( g \) simultaneously. As it is assumed that all trains fit on all station tracks, and require one and only one track, all sub-cliques for a geographical location \( g \) will be of size \( n(g) + 1 \) and have \( \binom{n(g) + 1}{2} \) arcs. By ensuring that for every minimal sub-clique at least one of the potential overlaps represented by the arcs in the clique is not realized, the station capacity constraints are respected. That is, the sum of binary variables for simultaneous use of a station has to be less than or equal to \( \binom{n(g) + 1}{2} \) - 1 for trains in a minimal sub-clique. A binary conflict variable \( c_i^j \) takes value 1 if trains \( i \) and \( j \) are present at location \( g \) simultaneously even if this breaks the capacity constraint of \( g \). A pre-determined, possibly empty, set of allowed conflicts \( (i, j) \) at geographical location \( g \) are given by \( C(g) \).

Further, let \( U_g \) denote the minimum interval between the arrivals of two trains at location \( g \). A conflict variable \( C_i^j \) encodes if this least interval is not maintained, and the sequencing binary variable \( x_i^j \) takes the value of 1 if \( i \) arrives at location \( g \) before train \( j \). Once again, only a pre-determined set of conflicts against the arrival separation rule is allowed at a geographical location \( g \), and the conflicts are given by \( (i, j) \in C(g) \). Further, for a set of stations \( g \in G \), this constraint is ignored if both trains are scheduled to stop at \( g \). This is modeled using a variable \( p_{ij}^g \), which may take a value of 1 if both trains \( i \) and \( j \) stop at \( g \), and big-M constraints.

There are bounds on all arrival and departure times, link trip times and dwell-times. The notation \( v \) and \( \tau \) is used to denote the lower and upper bound of a variable \( v \).

The minimum link trip time is governed by the stop pattern of the train, i.e. whether the train stops at the link nodes connected by the link or not. The four link stop patterns are \( FF \) (full-speed at both link nodes), \( SF \) (stop at first link node, full speed at second), \( FS \) (full speed at first link node, stop at second) and \( SS \) (stop at both link nodes). The minimum link trip time for a certain stop pattern is denoted \( T_{i, x} \), where \( x \in \{ FF, SF, FS, SS \} \). To easily obtain by how much the trip times have been prolonged during the optimization (i.e. how much of the trip time is so called pathing time), slack variables \( s_i^x \) are introduced.

We assume that there is a desired time \( x^\prime \) for the arrival at the end station for every train \( i \in I \) and let \( d_i^\prime \) denote the difference between the arrival time in the optimized timetable and this desired arrival time.

Trains that need the same link must be sequenced on the link and separated adequately in time. The binary variable \( x_i^j \) is 1 if train \( i \) enters link \( \lambda \) before train \( j \). The set \( I(\lambda) \) is an ordered set of trains that traverse link \( \lambda \). Further, \( O(\lambda) \) is the set of trains \( j \) that, according to the arrival and departure time bounds, could overlap with train \( i \) on a link \( \lambda \), and where \( j \geq i \) according to the order of \( I \).

For trains traveling in opposite directions the first train must have finished the link trip before the second train can enter the link. This is also true for trains traveling in the same direction on a single-track link, \( \lambda \in \Lambda_0 \). However, for trains traveling in the same direction on a multi-track link \( \lambda \in \Lambda_\mu \), we assume that it suffices to separate the two trains with a headway. This headway depends on the link and which train \( i \) that enters the link first, and it is denoted \( HW_i \). A binary conflict variable \( c_i^j \) takes value 1 if trains \( i \) and \( j \) are not separated adequately on link \( \lambda \). Just like with conflicts at geographical locations, a pre-determined, possibly empty, set of allowed conflicts \( (i, j) \) at link \( \lambda \) are given by \( C(\lambda) \).

The model includes the possibility to require a time difference \( t_i^j \) between the arrival of train \( i \) and the departure of train \( j \) at link node \( g \). These constraints can be used to e.g. ensure that there is enough time for passengers, or a train driver, to move from one train to another. The set of trains that are required to depart later or at the same time as the arrival time of train \( i \) at a geographical location \( g \) is given by \( A(i, g) \), and those that have to depart earlier or at the same time is given by \( A^\prime\{i, g\} \).
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Finally, we let \( P \) denote the set of track possessions. Just like for trains, we identify a set of “original track possessions” \( P_0 \subseteq P \) and let each original track possession \( p_0 \in P_0 \) have a set of versions, \( V(p_0) \subseteq P \). The start time \( \delta^p \) of a track possession \( p \) is associated with an interval during which it must start, \( \delta^0 \leq \delta^p \leq \delta^0 + \Delta \), and a duration \( \Delta \). Also, the links affected by a track possession \( p \) are given by \( \Lambda(p) \). A binary sequencing variable \( x_{gi}^p \) is used to capture if train \( i \) travels on a link \( \lambda \) before or after track possession \( p \). \( \Omega(p, \lambda) \) is used to denote the set of trains that may be affected by a track possession \( p \) on link \( \lambda \), meaning that these trains overlap with the possession according to the respective bounds of start and end times of the train traversals and possession in question.

The objective function is threefold. Variables are included to minimize the number of resource conflicts and canceled trains, and to make sure that train paths close to the desired ones are generated. The cost of canceling train \( i \) is denoted \( c_{ci} \). The cost of a link conflict between trains \( i \) and \( j \) is denoted \( c_{ij} \), a location conflict \( c_{li} \), and a violation against the time needed between the arrivals of two trains at a geographical point \( c_{pi} \). Finally, train version \( i \in I \) carries a cost \( c_{ei} \) if included in the optimized timetable, and the difference \( \delta^p \) between the arrival time of a train at its final location in the optimized timetable and the desired arrival time at that location is included.

The constrains have been divided into categories, and headings are included to facilitate reading. Note that, as stated above, there is a set of allowed conflicts for every conflict type, and conflict variables are only defined for allowed conflicts. This means that whenever there is a constraint group where some conflicts may be allowed there should be two sets of similar constraints, one including conflict variables to allow for conflicts, and one without conflict variables. Only the first set of constraints is included below, and for all situations where a conflict is not allowed the conflict variable should simply be omitted. The same is true for constraints with \( p_{gi}^0 \), i.e. the variable is included for relevant combinations of trains and locations, and omitted otherwise. Also, big-M constraints are used multiple times in the model, where \( M \) is a number large enough to dominate the constraint.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{\lambda \in \Lambda(i)} C_{pi} \delta_i^p + \sum_{i \in I} \delta^i + \sum_{\mu \in I} C_{\mu i} (1 - \nu^\mu) + \sum_{(\beta, \gamma) \in E(c)} \sum_{i \in I} C_i \delta_i^\beta \delta_i^\gamma + \sum_{(\beta, \gamma) \in E(c)} C_i (1 - c_i) \\
\text{s.t.} & \\
& \delta^0_i \leq \delta_i^p \leq \delta^0_i + \Delta_i, \quad i \in I, \lambda \in \Lambda(i) \\
& p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda) \leq p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda) \leq p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda), \quad i \in I, \lambda \in \Lambda(i) \\
& p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda) - \delta^p - Mt^p_\lambda \leq \alpha, \quad i \in I \\
& p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda) + 10\delta^p + Mt^p_\lambda \geq \alpha, \quad i \in I \\
& \delta_i \geq 0, \quad i \in I \\
& \text{Trip consistency constraints.} \\
& \delta_i^0 + t_i^0 = p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda), \quad i \in I, \lambda \in \Lambda(i) \\
& p_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda) + w_{gi}(\lambda, \lambda) = \delta_i^0, \quad i \in I, \lambda \in \Lambda(i) \\
& \text{Stop patterns and their effects on the trip times.}
\end{align*}
\]
Selecting which train versions to include in the optimized timetable.

\[ v^h + c^h + \sum_{j \in I(h)} v_j' = |I(h)| + 1 \quad h \in I_0 \]

Sequencing trains on single-track links and trains traveling in opposite direction on multi-track links.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\delta^i_j - \delta^i_j - t^j_i + M(1 - x^j_i) + M(c^j_i + v' + v') \geq 0 \quad \lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in O(i, \lambda) \quad \text{and} \quad \lambda \in \Lambda_M, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) \neq g_1(k, \lambda)\} \\
&\delta^i_j - \delta^i_j - t^j_i + Mx^j_i + M(c^j_i + v' + v') \geq 0 \quad \lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in O(i, \lambda) \quad \text{and} \quad \lambda \in \Lambda_M, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) \neq g_1(k, \lambda)\}
\end{align*}
\]

Sequencing trains traveling in the same direction on multi-track links.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\delta^i_j - \delta^i_j - HW^j_i + M(1 - x^j_i) + M(c^j_i + v' + v') \geq 0 \quad \lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) = g_1(k, \lambda)\} \\
&\delta^i_j - \delta^i_j - HW^j_i + Mx^j_i + M(c^j_i + v' + v') \geq 0 \quad \lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) = g_1(k, \lambda)\} \\
&\alpha^j_{s_1(i, \lambda)} - \alpha^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} - HW^j_i + M(1 - x^j_i) + M(c^j_i + v' + v') \geq 0 \quad \lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) = g_1(k, \lambda)\} \\
&\alpha^j_{s_1(i, \lambda)} - \alpha^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} - HW^j_i + Mx^j_i + M(c^j_i + v' + v') \geq 0 \quad \lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) = g_1(k, \lambda)\}
\end{align*}
\]

Train order at geographical locations.

\[
\begin{align*}
2c^j_i + x^j_i + 2x^j_i - x^j_i + M(v' + v') \geq 0 \\
\lambda \in \Lambda, i \in I(\lambda), j \in \{k \in O(i, \lambda) \mid g_1(i, \lambda) = g_1(k, \lambda)\} \\
\{i, j\} \in \{m, n \mid m \in I \cap n \in I \cap m < n\}, (\lambda, \lambda) \in \{\lambda_0, \lambda_p\} \mid \lambda_0 \in \Lambda(i) \cap \Lambda(j) \wedge \lambda_p \in \Lambda(i) \cap \Lambda(j) \cap I_0 \wedge \lambda_0 = \lambda_0 \wedge g_1(i, \lambda) \neq g_1(k, \lambda) \\
g \in G, i \in I(g), j \in O(i, g) \\
\alpha^j_{s_1(i, \lambda)} - \alpha^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} - U^j_i + M(1 - x^j_i) + M(c^j_i + v' + v' + p^j_i) \geq 0 \\
g \in G, i \in I(g), j \in O(i, g) \\
\alpha^j_{s_1(i, \lambda)} - \alpha^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} - U^j_i + Mx^j_i + M(c^j_i + v' + v' + p^j_i) \geq 0 \\
g \in G, i \in I(g), j \in O(i, g) \\
\xi^j_i - p^j_i \geq 0 \\
i \in I, g \in G, i \in I(g), j \in O(i, g) \\
\eta^j_i - p^j_i \geq 0 \\
i \in I, g \in G, i \in I(g), j \in O(i, g) \\
p^j_i \geq 0 \\
i \in I, g \in G, i \in I(g), j \in O(i, g)
\end{align*}
\]

Capacity constraints for geographical locations. \(\varepsilon\) is a small number that ensures that trains not stopping at the station also require some capacity.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\alpha^j_{s_1(i, \lambda)} - \alpha^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} - w^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} + M(1 - x^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)}) + M(c^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} + v' + v') \geq \varepsilon \\
&i \in I, \lambda \in \Lambda(i), j \in O(i, g_2(i, \lambda)) \\
&\alpha^j_{s_1(i, \lambda)} - \alpha^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} - w^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} + Mx^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} + M(c^j_{s_2(i, \lambda)} + v' + v') \geq \varepsilon \\
g \in G, M \in S(G)
\end{align*}
\]

Associations.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\alpha^j_i + r^j_i \leq \delta^i_j \quad i \in I, g \in G(i), j \in A_1(i, g), \lambda \in \{l \in \Lambda \mid g_1(j, l) = g\} \\
&\alpha^j_i - r^j_i \geq \delta^i_j \quad i \in I, g \in G(i), j \in A_2(i, g), \lambda \in \{l \in \Lambda \mid g_1(j, l) = g\}
\end{align*}
\]

Sequencing track possessions and trains.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\delta^i_j - \delta^i_j - t^j_i + M(1 - x^j_i) + M(v' + v') \geq 0 \quad p \in P, \lambda \in \Lambda(p), i \in O(p, \lambda) \\
&\delta^i_j - \delta^i_j - t^j_i + Mx^j_i + M(v' + v') \geq 0 \quad p \in P, \lambda \in \Lambda(p), i \in O(p, \lambda)
\end{align*}
\]
Binary declarations.

\[ \forall \ i \in \{0, 1\} \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ g \in G \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ (i, j) \in C(g) \ \Rightarrow \ c_{ij}^g \in \{0, 1\} \ \psi \lambda \in \Lambda \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ g \in G \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ (i, j) \in C(\lambda) \ \Rightarrow \ q_{ij}^g \in \{0, 1\} \ \forall \ i \in I \ \Rightarrow \ c_i \in \{0, 1\} \ \forall \ i \in I \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ (i, j) \in C(i) \ \Rightarrow \ r_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \ \forall \ i \in I \ \Rightarrow \ g \in G \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ (i, j) \in C_G(g) \ \Rightarrow \ u_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \ \forall \ i \in I \ \Rightarrow \ \forall \ (i, j) \in C(i) \ \Rightarrow \ z_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \]
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